Dear DSPS Student,

Happy New Year! DSPS welcomes you back for the spring 2015 semester at Cerritos College, which begins on Monday, January 12th. Please be advised that construction of two new buildings will affect parking and vehicle/pedestrian traffic in certain areas of the campus. Please note that:

- All parking, including blue curb stalls, in lots C-8, C-9 and the stalls next to the Santa Barbara Building will be inaccessible due to fencing that has been erected around the construction sites.
- Internal pedestrian access to/from the south of Old Falcon Way to the area north of Old Falcon Way will be limited to designated pedestrian walk-ways.
- We recommend reviewing the latest wayfinding map which outlines the areas affected by the construction (in red) and the designated pedestrian routes (in yellow) before coming to campus next week.
- Students who are blind should contact their O & M trainer for assistance navigating the campus.
- As always, it is a good idea to arrive early during the first week of classes when parking and pedestrian access to campus will be heavily congested.

Please notify DSPS if you encounter a problem with campus access.

Thank you and have a wonderful semester,

Disabled Student Programs and Services
Cerritos College
(562) 860-2451 ext. 2335